
Annex C: Assessment tasks

NPQMLassessmenttask

Task summary

Participants must lead a school improvementproject within their team, lasting at least 2

terms, aimed at improving pupil progress (part A) and team capability (part B) (4,500

words)

Content areas assessed

The content areas assessed in eachpart of the task are set out in Table 26 below.

 

 

 

PartA PartB

Strategy and improvement Managing resources andrisks

Teaching and curriculum excellence Increasing capability
 

Leading with impact
 

Working in partnership   
 

Table 26: Content areas assessed in NPQMLtaskparts A and B

Task requirements

In completing their project, NPQML participants must:

e Lead an improvementproject in their team, lasting at least 2 terms, aimed at

improving pupil progress and attainment(part A) and the capability of their team

(part B)'
e Submit a written account of the project to the provider for assessment,

demonstrating how they have metthe criteria set out below. This should coverthe

initiation, implementation and evaluation of the project.

e Submit supporting documents/material as evidence whereindicated below.

Supporting evidence must be concise and directly related to the candidate’s

project and corresponding assessmentcriterion.

e Not exceed a total word count (across both parts of the project) of 4,500,

excluding supporting documents or annexes.

 

1 Where the candidate is unable to identify one project that meets the needs of both parts A and B,they
may complete two separate projects, howeverthe total overall word count of 4,500still applies.

ST



Providers must:

e Assessproject scripts and supporting evidence in accordance with the mark

schemeprovided by DfE.

e Comply with the assessment requirements, including peer moderation, as

described in the NPQ quality framework.

Assessmentcriteria

For parts A and of their assessment task, NPQMLparticipants will be assessed against

the criteria in table 27 below.

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Supporting
content Assessmentcriteria documents
area Ef

required

Part A

1.1.1 Deploys tools and techniques to manage and Raw data
analyse data on pupil progress and attainment analysis

Strategy and 11.2 Designs, evaluates and improves plansin light
.; of data on pupil progress and attainment
improvement

1.1.3 Deploys change managementtools and/or
techniques during the design and implementation of
plans

2.1.1 Analyses researchinto, and examplesof,
domestic and international teaching
strategies/pedagogical approaches and applies

Teaching findings to own plans

and 2.1.2 Evaluates the strengths and weaknessesof
curriculum curriculum taught by team, implementing
excellence improvements where necessary

2.1.3 Implements and evaluates an evidence-based Fup
: : performance

project that improves pupil progress and/or attainment data

3.1.1 Exploits different leadership styles andjustifies
Leading with why these have been adopted

impact 3.1.2 Exploits different communication styles and
justifies why these have been adopted

4.1.1 Establishes relationships with others within and Snonsor

. outside of own team, deploying appropriate structures eaeamente
ns and/or processesto mitigate against any barriers
artnershi

P P 4.1.2 Designs and/or delivers plans in collaboration
with others within and outside of own team
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Part B
 

5.1.1 Analyses the financial and staffing implications
of ownplans, during wholelifetime of plans, using a
budget

Budget

 

 

 

 
 

Managing
resources 5.1.2 Defines the steps required to successfully .
and risks implement plans, using a project plan Pigjact plat

9.1.3 Identifies and mitigates risks in plans, using a Risk register
risk register

6.1.1 Assesses individuals’ performance and
capability methodically and identifies appropriate,
targeted professional development opportunities
within and beyond the school to support them

Increasing 6.1.2 Assesses their own performance and capability
capability methodically, identifying appropriate, targeted

professional development opportunities for self
  6.1.3 Designs and implements plansto evaluate the
impact and cost-effectiveness of professional
developmentin terms of pupil outcomes  
 

Table 27: NPQML assessmentcriteria
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